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loan product of 2006” is one called
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most the present day. Tuesday’s Wall
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in the first half of this year, on the rising
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grades to upgrades, and on the increased
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application of borrowing proceeds to the
far this year, says Miller, 28, covenantpayment of dividends and fees to promoters
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ness (never mind actually investing in
previous years, 1997 to 2005, the market
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absorbed only $8.4 billion of them. The
anymore). Lloyd Greif, a Los Angeles
frisson of fear that rippled through
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“[There are] capital flows around the
market from what feels like limitless
sources—from CDOs, CLOs, hedge
funds, private equity and recycled
foreign trade surpluses.”—Victor
Consoli, head of corporate credit strategy at Bear Stearns, quoted in the
May 11 Financial Times.
Going broke takes some determination in 2006. Low interest rates and intrepid lenders give many a failing company a stay of execution. The readiest
sources of such dispensation are not necessarily banks (which still bear scars
from the crack-ups of the early 1990s),
nor thrifts (which came a cropper in the
late 1980s), nor junk-bond mutual funds
(which splattered with the banks). They
are, rather, this cycle’s composite of
those most aggressive lenders of yesteryear, namely, the hedge funds. Which
fact affords thoughtful members of the
bankruptcy bar the leisure in which to
contemplate the sources of their reduced
incomes—and gives the readers of
Grant’s the opportunity to prepare for
the coming shambles in credit.
Fewer public companies filed for
Chapter 11 protection in 2005 than in
any year since 1994, according to PricewaterhouseCoopers, and no reacceleration is yet in evidence in 2006. Strong
cash flow is the wholesome reason for
this bankruptcy famine. Debtor companies tracked by the analysts at Standard
& Poor’s Leveraged Commentary &
Data show 20% year-over-year growth
in EBITDA (earnings before interest,
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in millions of dollars

leverage tests? Why, on 14 occasions
through the first five months of 2006, also
according to LCD, borrowers prevailed
on their forbearing lenders to grant them
a waiver. In a less-forgiving credit market, some number of these covenant violators would have wound up in
bankruptcy court.
No two credit cycles are the same, of
course. A distinguishing feature of this
one, according to Robert J. Rosenberg,
global head of the insolvency practice at
Latham & Watkins, is the loandispensing hedge funds, “and their willingness to refinance almost anything, frequently with a ‘loan-to-own’ strategy.”
Loan-to-own? A stratagem, Rosenberg
explains, in which the creditors actually
expect a default. In fact, they hope for
one, after which their debt will be
transformed into equity. It is a sign of
these still hopeful times that the loan-toown practitioners assume their new equity will be worth significantly more
than the pre-bankruptcy debt.
In separate developments last month,
Goldman Sachs hired a star
bankruptcy lawyer, and the federal
bankruptcy court in Wilmington, Del.,
added four new judges, raising the size
of that judiciary staff to six. Both actions were anticipatory. As it is, there
is scarcely a cloud in the sky of corporate finance. “It’s as if you were a
trusts and estates lawyer and they declared a moratorium on death,” muses
William J. Rochelle III, a partner in the
New York office of Fulbright & Jaworski, where he specializes in
bankruptcies and corporate reorganizations. “As soon as a company catches
cold, somebody throws money at
them. So they don't wind up in
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